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For the Mischievous Car Enthusiast
Automotive news, motorcycle related content and other big-boy hobbies.

As an online-only retailer we will also be selling merchandise, hood spec automotive accessories and performance modifications. You’ll also find motorbike and man-cave goodies in our online store.
For enthusiasts a little interested in illegal car mods, what you need to know, what you want to know and how to get it done. We discuss the naughty, nice and not-so friendly here, we’re talking plate flippers / number plate hider products, exhaust legality limits, how to get out of fines, highway patrol & popo.
Shady Customs TikTok Channel
Car Mods & Accessories
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Man Cave

Take Shisha to the Streets In Your Car
Nov 2, 2023
Are you a devoted shisha enthusiast with a penchant for hitting the open road and savoring the thrill of street…

Read More
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We are finally on TikTok! Join Shady Customs on the Fast Lane
Oct 2, 2023
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Revved Up and Shut Down: Australia’s War on Supercar Freedom
Aug 8, 2023
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How Turbos Shoud Have Been Made
Jul 14, 2023
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Mpire Car Gang
Jun 1, 2023







Would you like to contribute to our blog? Do you have a product you think would look good in our shop? Do you want us to do a post on you? Feel free to reach out to us via social media.

Hood Spec Mods
We at Shady Customs will be retailing hood spec parts & accessories. We currently only retail within Australia. Browse  our online store, we only retail refined specific products to help you get around in the area.
Shady Customs is home to the infamous Aussie number plate flipper and climax exhaust system. We will be retailing other area mods to hood spec your ride. Motorcycle plate flippers are also available!
Check Our Online Store
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Continue Shopping →

Item added to cart.

0 items - $0.00
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